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AAK Hydraulic Dock Levelers are designed to handle the fast  pace of busy loading docks, with unique design 

features and hydraulic. The welding quality and painting quality make it stand out from traditional stackers. Easy 

operate with less effort. Built in charger option is also available. Power travel with compact and stable structure. 

Low maintenance and good operational visibility.

Hydraulic Dock Leveler serves as a bridge between a loading dock floor and the load bed of a transport

vehicle. The leveler’s upper deck plate, complete with a hinged, vertically hanging lip, is in a shallow pit at the edge of the 

dock, flush with the dock’s edge and the floor surface. It is hydraulically operated via the Blue Genius™ Control Station. 

After the door has been opened, the rear of a transport vehicle is parked and restrained in place against the outer wall of 

the loading dock, in working alignment with the dock leveler. The leveler is then operated by maintaining pressure on a 

touch button to raise the front of the deck. The hinged lip plate raises with the deck, its leading edge swinging out 

horizontally over the rear of the transporter vehicle once the deck reaches its fully raised position. The dock attendant 

releases the push button, causing the deck and extended lip to lower together until the lip’s underside comes to rest on 

the load bed of the transporter vehicle. A solid bridge 

is now formed between the dock and the truck.

During loading/unloading operations, both 

deck and lip automatically follow the raising 

and lower ing movement  of  the 

transporter vehicle. Once all work is 

completed, the dock attendant 

returns the leveler to its 

original stored position.

Dock Levelor

Hydraulic unit proven
reliability

One of the most cri�cal parts of a dock 
levelor is the hydraulic pump. It 

must withstand thousands of 
li�/lower cycles, and yet be easy 
and inexpensive to repair. The 
Aak ADL is life tested to a 
minimum of 600,000 pump 

cycles. The enclosed li� pump 
means that there are no exposed 

parts such as valves or levers, which 
can be broken or damaged.

Strong chequer plate design

The chequer plate design uses 
formed steel members with 
steel reinforcing at key stress 
areas. Evidence of Aak’s 
emphasis on reliability is 
apparent with the choice of 
boxsec�on pushrods which 
are  st ronger  and  more 
durable than other pushrod 
designs. The proof is the full load 
capacity of 15 ton.
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Pit Frame

Hydraulic Cylinder
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 Description Unit ADL 05T 2026 ADL 10T 2127 ADL 15T 2229

 Load Capacity Kg 5000  10000 15000

 Dock Platform Width mm 2000  2100 2200

 Dock Platform Length mm 2600  2700 2900

 Inclination angle Deg.   10° to 11°  

 Lip Length Type   350 - 400  

 Lip Sheet Thickness mm   12  

 Lip Support Bolt Type   2 Nos. lip stop bolt adjusts the position of the lip  

 Bumper Type  2 Nos. Rubber Bumpers are to be mounted on the both side  

 Hydraulic Cylinder Nos.   Single / Double  

 Top Sheet Type   Chequered Plate  

ADL 05T 2026 / ADL 10T 2127 / ADL 15T 2229
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